Nov. 17

Dear Dr. Sabin,

After you phoned Saturday morning, I called my lab. Unfortunately, the people who work with the monkey sera were off this weekend. Rather than hold things up further however, since I was here with a cold, I told my technician to send you some sera from the chimp which was collected 11/1/56. This sera was collected from clothed blood and has been stored at −70°C in a sealed ampule since 11/1/56. There is only about 1.2 ml, but I feel you would rather have the sera than wait until we could bleed the chimp on Monday. I shall bleed the chimp Monday and send you more sera. While he is a big fellow, he can be worked with if you find him suitable.

Kind regards,

Sincerely,

Win Price

11-19-56

given to Dr. Gerth